Grid Alternative
Energy on your terms. Not theirs.

Abnormal is the new normal
The 2018 fire season changed everything. PG&E
equipment started the Camp fire killing 86 people and
destroying 14,000 homes. From now on, utilities can
either: Turn off the grid, or face potential criminal liability
for future deaths. State utilities are now compelled to
turn off the grid during windy days.

How long can you last without power?
PG&E, SCE, SDG&E and others will be shutting off the grid
to prevent wildfires. California Public Utilities Code § 399.2
gives utilities the authority to shut off power in emergency
situations whenever necessary to protect public safety, for
as long and as often as needed. Customers with solar,
without islanding energy storage, will still be affected.

You have a better option
A 3fficient Microgrid protects you from power outages that solar
alone cannot do. A 3fficient microgrid is guaranteed to protect you
from blackouts.
Unlike backup generators, 3fficient Microgrids range from 100%
containerized solutions to custom integrations that follow your daily
operations. So why add an expensive backup generator when you
can have cheaper, more reliable power with the utility as a backup?

3fficient.com | 1.888.533.3487

Why 3fficient Microgrid?

Your Utility Demand
Before

✓ Free up capital, reduce debt
✓ Improve budget and financials.
✓ Avoid costly outages and save lives.
✓ Stabilize and reduce operating expenses.
✓ Contact us to see how we can save your biz
in ways you never expected.
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3fficient has been engineering and
commissioning green energy solutions for over
25 years. Today, we are an advanced microgrid
integrator and energy solutions provider.

By hosting a 3fficient microgrid, you’ll get
efficiency enhancements and access to
advanced energy management to save even
more while making your facilities more
efficient, productive and sustainable.
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Partners
Tier 1 manufacturers of renewables,
energy storage, A.I., efficiency and other
solutions. Capital partners, federal and
state funds, green investors and others.

Markets we serve

GOVERNMENT

HEALTH CARE

C&I

EDUCATION

MULTI FAMILY

COLD CHAIN

Delivering Lifecycle Value from Origination through Operation
ORIGINATION

DEVELOPMENT

FUNDING

INTEGRATION

OPTIMIZATION

Comprehensive
analysis, identification
and evaluation of
prospective sites and
alignment with clients’
needs.

Benchmarking,
feasibility assessment,
risk analysis, site
design,
interconnection and
technology selection.

Off balance sheet
funding that
eliminates risk.

Engineering,
permitting, project
management,
construction
management.

Commissioning,
monitoring, asset
management and
maintenance,
certifications.
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